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The blockchain technology has brought a lot of changes especially in the financial sector, the 

most common being the Bitcoin. 

Bitcoin is a digital currency that is decentralized. It’s peer to peer and do not require a central 

regulator like for fiat currencies which are regulated by central banks.  

One of the many reforms that bitcoins has brought is banking of the unbanked population and 

access to credit. One platform that has leveraged on this is Bitbond. 

  

 

Bitbond is an online lending platform where you can lend out your bitcoins or borrow a loan for 

your business.  

You can get a loan of up to £20000 with low interest latest from1% per month. If you lend out 

your bitcoins you can earn upto 13% of your bitcoin investment.  
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There are so many bureaucracies one goes through to get a good loan for financing a business 

from credit score rating and all the paper work not forgetting the hustle of getting people to sign 

as your guarantors , ohh plus you need to give out something as a security like your vehicle log 

book.  

For Bitbond you will just need to sign up and link your account to your business accounts 

especially if you are running a business online on sites such as Amazon, you link your account to 

the sites where they will have a “watch only permission”  meaning that they can’t tamper with 

them.  

Bitbond had issued over 2000 loans to users across 120 countries. The terms of the loans ranges 

from payback in 6 weeks to 3 years.  

As an investor you can invest by financing published loans denominated in both USD and EUR 

currencies, as well as diversify your portfolio by investing in several loans.  

  

So where do you get started?  

First you need to sign up as either an investor or as a borrower.  

For an investor 

You deposit bitcoins to your account. Then you can see published loans which you may be 

interested to fund, then you will earn interest based on the loan terms.  
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To invest in the loans you need to have some bitcoins in your Bitbond wallet. To deposit bitcoins 

to your wallet, on the menu click on Funds then copy the bitcoin wallet, you and then send 

bitcoins from your other wallets where you have them.  

If you don’t have bitcoins you can buy from any of the following sites: (click on the images) 

      

As an investor once you log in you 

can view published loans. 

The loans are listed and you can view 

the currency denomination of the 

loans, the level they have been 

funded by others and the days left to 

invest in them  

If you click on any loan you wish to 

invest you will get a detailed 

information about it, this include; The 

location of the person bidding for the 

loan and his/her previous loan 

records.  

You also get to read about his/her 

description of what the money is 

going to being used in.  

You can also view the interest rates 

you earn if you invest in that loan 

plus the repayment period. 

You can invest, watch the loan- you 

get notified on the loan progress- and 

also share the loan  
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For a Borrower 

If you want a loan you can request from Bitbond. You must have signed up as a borrower. 

How it works: 

 

 

Once you sign up you may be requested to link your business accounts such as PayPal account, 

however this is only a watch only access so no cause for alarm your PayPal is safe. After that 

they will rate you and give you a feedback within 2hrs, you can then publish your loan for 

potential lenders to view and even invest.  

You will need to use a good convincing language and well outlined plan of how you will use the 

money to get funded faster.  

I hope this guide will help you ought if you want to invest or borrow from Bitbond. 

To send feedback or for queries you can reach me through: 

Email: samgathia@cryptokibao.com 

Telegram: https://t.me/SamGathia 

What’s App: https://goo.gl/c5UkoK 

There are more guides you can get from my Blog and Social Media Channels  

Telegram Chanel   YouTube Channel     
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